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Do you ever wish you had a single, simple metric that accurately captures how your brand is doing? A 
number or letter grade you can understand at a glance that boils down all the complex performance 
measurements related to your brand and category? A universal, standard value that neutrally 
assesses your brand within market context? That’s your Brand Score.

Knowing how your brand performs relative to competitors – and identifying ways to improve that 
performance – is always a top priority for CPG manufacturers looking to grow sales and market share. But 
with so many variables across markets and geographies, it’s hard to find a reliable indicator of how your 
brand measures up. 

By distilling a range of metrics into one grade, your Brand Score helps you understand your place in the 
market and among competitors. It captures your performance across the critical “four P’s” - Pricing, 
Promotions, Placement and Product – and shows you which “P” needs the most attention within seconds.

Click here to sign up!

Examples of overall Brand Scores 
for two different brands, with the 
four functional scores for each 
broken out alongside. You can see 
your overall Brand Score and top 
level function scores today when 
you sign up for a free account. 
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Brand Score also helps you evaluate brands in your portfolio, identify 
underperforming products and brands, and assess up-and-coming 
competitors.

Your retail partners can use Brand Score, too, to compare your brands and 
products to competing products in their assortment. And of course, your 
competitors can use Brand Scores to compare their performance to yours 
across several key areas. 

Your Brand Score is both a letter grade (A, B, C, D or F) and a numerical value 
between 100 and 600. But in general, your Brand Scores can be categorized 
as either good or “optimized,” middle of the road, or “needs improvement.” 
You’ll see examples of each in this guide.

It’s important to know that your Brand Score can change, as can the individual 
function scores that make up your overall score. As your brand improves its 
performance in various areas, your score will increase. However, if competing 
brands in your category improve at a faster rate – or if their performance in 
critical function areas improves while yours decline – your score can fall. But 
remember, like your credit score, your Brand Score might move a few points 
based on short-term actions, but your retail partners and investors are most 
concerned with your long-term performance. 

Read on to learn what makes up your brand score and how to improve it.

That’s why it’s essential to know your Brand 
Score, understand how it’s measured, and 
monitor it regularly.
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Your Brand Score is the benchmark that anyone – from retailers to analysts to 
investors to your competitors – can use to evaluate your brand’s performance 
relative to your competition. It can be a predictor of how your brand’s products will 
fare on shelf, indicate how your brand is positioned in a market, and be used as a 
shorthand for the overall health of your brand. And because Brand Score are based 
on RMS data sourced directly from retailer POS data, they are the most accurate 
and most widely accepted assessment of CPG brands available anywhere.

That means retailers use brand scores to inform assortment and promotion 
decisions. Analysts use brand score to assess brands’ performance. Your Brand 
Score might be used in your next line review to justify a change in that retailer’s 
assortment or as a relevant fact about your company in an industry trade 
publication. 

So not only is it important to understand where your brand stands relative to 
competitors, it’s important to take all the steps necessary to maintain a good  
Brand Score, to maintain your standing in the market.

Your Brand Score combines more than 25 carefully weighted individual metrics 
to produce a single letter grade and corresponding numerical score that offer a 
topline assessment of your brand’s performance in a category relative to your 
competitors. 

Your brand’s overall Brand Score is based on performance across four function 
areas: Pricing, Promotion, Assortment and New Product Launches, each of which 
comprises 4-6 individual metrics. Each function score contributes an equal 25% to 
your brand’s overall score.

Function scores:
 ▪ Promotion: This score evaluates the effectiveness and efficiency of your 

brand’s promotion strategy based on depth of discount, in-store tactics, 
promotion timing, promoted price thresholds and allocation of support

 ▪ Pricing: This function score shows how well your brand’s pricing strategy is 
working compared to competitors, based on everyday vs. promoted price, 
internal price structure, price thresholds, price position in the category, velocity, 
and historical pricing changes.

 ▪ Assortment: The assortment score compares the UPC-level performance 
of your brand’s items on the shelf in a retailer to all other items carried in the 
category to identify which items have opportunities to expand and which are at 
risk of losing distribution; AND UPC-level performance of your brand’s items in 
the remaining market but not carried in the retailer yet, to identify which items 
have the opportunity to be added to a retailer’s distribution.

 ▪ New products: This score is based on how effective your brand’s most recent 
new product launches have been compared to the category and other new 
products launched by competing brands.

Why is it important to have a good Brand Score? What goes into my Brand Score? 

Want to learn more about how the NielsenIQ Brand 
Score works? Schedule a demo and see it in action for 
yourself.
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These four function areas are critical to the success of any CPG brand, which is 
why they comprise your overall Brand Score. But if your overall Brand Score is your 
cumulative GPA, then your Function Scores are your grades in individual subjects. 
An above-average overall Brand Score might mask sub-par performance in one 
or two key function areas, while a disappointing overall grade might be hiding truly 
standout performance in another. No matter what your Brand Score is, once you 
find out where you stand, you can take advantage of opportunities to grow your 
market share - and the NielsenIQ Brand Score will provide you with the answers and 
recommendations to be more successful.

So you need to know in which areas your brand is over or underperforming to help 
lift your overall standing. Let’s break down each of the function scores: 

The Assortment function area of your Brand Score assesses your distribution 
opportunities and risks. The fewer items at risk and more item opportunities mean 
your brand has more room to grow and a higher-ranking score. 

Your Assortment Brand Score is based equally on four Action scores: Assortment 
index score, velocity, opportunity score and at-risk score.

Good
This is an example of a brand excelling 
across the metrics of a function area, 
earning over 500 for almost every 
metric and an overall “A” assortment 
score. This tells the brand that its 
assortment strategies are strong and 
effective, and it can easily monitor this 
function area in case anything starts to 
slip.  

What is a good assortment Brand Score? 

On the other hand, this brand with a 
“C” in assortment can see that it is 
performing well in opportunities and 
risks, but its efforts are lacking in 
velocity and assortment score index. 
With everything clearly labeled in the 
NielsenIQ Brand Score tool, brands 
don’t have to guess on what’s working 
and what isn’t.

How can I improve my assortment score? 
As you optimize your assortment strategy, you’ll get more of your products into 
the right markets and accounts to maximize sales, and your assortment Brand 
Score will rise. Specifically, the quickest way to improving your assortment score 
is by:
 ▪ Adding products to retailers in the focus market that perform well in the 

remaining market.
 ▪ Expanding the distribution of items that are already performing well in the 

focus market.
 ▪ Increasing velocity for items on shelf, including those at risk.

Since your assortment Brand Score is an assessment of your current 
opportunities and risks in the market, these actions can improve your score while 
also improving your brand’s health. NielsenIQ Brand Score will help you identify 
these areas of improvement at a UPC level.

NielsenIQ Brand Score lets brands evaluate their standing 
against their competition in a matter of minutes, serving up 
data to identify areas of improvement at the UPC level, as 
well as providing recommendations and a plan of action.
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Your pricing Brand Score reflects your current prices, historical price changes 
and the overall efficacy of your pricing strategy relative to competitors in your 
market and category. Your pricing Brand Score considers your brand’s pricing 
structure, price elasticity, and category pricing dynamics, helping you to identify 
underperforming areas and which actions you can take to address them. 

The pricing Brand Score is weighted equally on six pricing action scores: everyday 
vs. promoted price, internal price structure, price thresholds, price position in the 
category, velocity, and historical pricing changes.

How can I improve my pricing score?  
Improving your pricing Brand Score requires honing your products’ everyday price 
and promoted price to optimal levels. When your current price strategy approaches 
the optimal price strategy, your score will rise. Three ways to ensure you’re 
optimizing your current price strategy is to:
1. Make pricing changes in line with price elasticity and your internal price ladder
2. Adjust prices to be more aligned to your competitors in the category
3. Meet your everyday price thresholds and pay attention to your products’ price 

position in the category

What is a good pricing Brand Score? 

In this example, this brand has an overall 
pricing score of “A” and the granular 
market view of the pricing metrics 
shows specific markets and metrics 
where this brand can focus efforts to 
continue to improve that score. This 
brand at retailer 2 is not following 
its optimal price position strategy 
based on its everyday and promoted 
elasticity and its everyday velocity, 
so that’s where the brand should take 
action if they would like to improve the 
competitiveness of this brand’s pricing 
in that market.  

Alternatively, here is an example of a 
brand with a pricing score that needs 
improvement. The NielsenIQ Brand 
Score tool lets this brand identify 
specific strategies it can use to improve 
pricing competitiveness in its highest 
priority markets.  
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Your promotion Brand Score measures your brand’s effectiveness in driving sales through promotions based 
on your promotions’ discount levels, price points, and timing. Brands with high promotion scores will have 
highly efficient promotions, maximizing lift while minimizing promotion spend. They will also meet their optimal 
promoted price thresholds and depth of discount, get their fair share of promotion support from their retail 
partners, and time their promotions effectively.

Your promotion Brand Score is based on a weighted average across five promotion actions: promotion 
efficiency, depth of discount, promoted price thresholds, fair share of support, and promotion timing.

What is a good promotion Brand Score? 

This brand earned a “B” promotion score, which makes it seem like the brand is in a good position. But the further 
breakdown shows that while the brand is excelling in promotion efficiency, its overall promotion score takes 
a hit from its depth of discount and promotion timing. These are areas the brand needs to work on to get its 
promotion score up to an “A.” 
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What is a good promotion Brand Score? 

In this example, the brand’s strongest function score is its “B” in promotion. But the specific metrics are more 
middle-of-the-road, and the brand doesn’t excel in one particular area. Both brands in these promotion examples 
scored a “B” in promotion, but they have completely different strengths and weaknesses that need to be 
addressed.

How can I improve my promotion score?  
Since your promotion Brand Score depends on discount levels and promoted price thresholds, the 
recommended ways to improve your score include:
 ▪ Ensuring your promoted price meets or is below the optimal promoted price threshold
 ▪ Meeting your recommended depth of discount
 ▪ Promoting your products on the best weeks for category sales
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Your new products Brand Score benchmarks how your new products perform compared to other products in the 
category. With this score, you can identify trends and pinpoint which new products need attention to accelerate 
performance. It also helps assess your innovation and introduction processes compared to category leaders 
and launch new products more effectively. A good new product score will reflect a brand whose new products 
have sales and distribution levels that keep pace with or exceed other new products in the category.

Your new products Brand Score is based on several action scores, each of which captures a different aspect of 
new product performance in the first weeks after launch: distribution, sales, velocity, coverage and potential. 

What is a good new product Brand Score?

With a “B” in new products, the NielsenIQ Brand Score tool reveals that this brand needs to work on its 
distribution curve and velocity the most in order to bump its new products score up to an “A.” Brands can dive 
further into each metric to learn even more about the score they were given. 
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What is a good new product Brand Score?

How can I improve my new product score? 
The metrics that comprise your new product Brand Score are based on sales and distribution, so improving your 
new products’ performance in those areas is key to improving your score. Specifically, you can:
 ▪ Increase the proportion of stores in a retailer or market that are carrying your new product (raising your hit 

rate).
 ▪ Gain distribution in retailers with a larger share of category sales (getting more coverage).
 ▪ Research competitors with high new product Brand Scores and determine what differentiates their 

successful product launches.

This brand “needs improvement” in new products and was given a “D” 
score because it doesn’t focus a lot of its resources on supporting 
the launch of its newest products. It lacked a lot of data that other 
brands typically have in this category, and its efforts in distribution 
curve, sales curve and hit rate vs. coverage are poor. This brand can 
work with NielsenIQ to improve these scores and see greater sales 
success for its next new product launch.
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Click here to sign up!

Examples of overall Brand Scores 
for two different brands, with the 
four functional scores for each 
broken out alongside. You can see 
your overall Brand Score and top 
level function scores today when 
you sign up for a free account. 

When you combine all of the individual function Brand Scores, you get your overall Brand Score. A good 
overall score, then, depends entirely on how well your brand performs relative to competitors in terms of 
pricing, promotion, assortment and new product launches.

Brands with the best overall Brand Scores will feature ideal pricing, optimized promotion strategies, high 
performance of products within retailers’ assortments and new products that outperform comparable 
products in the first few weeks after launch.

What is a good overall Brand Score? 

How can I improve my overall Brand Score?
Because your overall Brand Score is weighted equally on how you score in the four function areas, the 
most direct path to improving your score is by improving your performance in those areas.
 ▪ Make your promotions more efficient. Promote your products at the right time and with the right 

discount level accounting for price thresholds, and you’ll improve your promotion score.
 ▪ Optimize your pricing strategy. Pay attention to your pricing thresholds, pricing ladder, velocity and 

price changes over time, and this grade will jump.
 ▪ Maximize your assortment opportunities and minimize your risks. Get your products into the right 

stores and markets and protect them when they’re underperforming.
 ▪ Launch strong new products. Ensure your new products have the right support and introduction 

strategy to outperform their peers.
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Like any broad-based assessment, your Brand Score is context-dependent, 
and it can change over time and will also be different depending on category 
and market. Because of this, your Brand Score helps identify areas that need 
improvement and provides a ranking snapshot. 

That also means that actions you take as a brand will affect your score. When 
you adjust your promotion or pricing strategy, that will impact your score 
in those areas and your overall Brand Score. Similarly, if your competitors 
begin to outperform you in various function areas, your score can decline. 
Your Brand Score is a reliable metric, but it’s also sensitive and responsive to 
changes in the marketplace. That’s why it’s essential to monitor it regularly 
and be proactive in your efforts to maximize your Brand Score.

Your overall Brand Score and your individual functional scores boil your brand 
performance down to a few numbers that retailers, your competition, and 
the industry at large can use to understand your brand’s place in the market. 
Knowing your Brand Score is critical to understanding what you need to do 
to win more market share and grow your brand. NielsenIQ can help you keep 
track of and understand your Brand Score and take the right actions to boost 
your brand to the head of the class.

Why does your Brand Score change? 

Click here to schedule a demo with the NielsenIQ Brand 
Score experts and see how your brand score compares 
to your competition. 
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About NielsenIQ
Arthur C. Nielsen, who founded Nielsen in 1923, is the original name in consumer 
intelligence. After decades of helping companies look to the future, we are setting 
the foundation for our future by becoming Nielsen. We continue to be the undisputed 
industry leaders as evidenced by our experience and unmatched integrity. As 
we move forward, we are focused on providing the best retail and consumer data 
platform, enabling better innovation, faster delivery, and bolder decision-making. 
We are unwavering in our commitment to these ideals and passionate about helping 
clients achieve success. For more information, visit: niq.com.
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